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Concretta is ideal for quick 
renovation projects as it does 
not require removing existing 
surfaces, thus saving both 
time and money.
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C-Design | Microcement
With its soft lines and uninterrupted appearance, it was inspired by classic concrete-looking floors. 
Although it has darker or lighter areas depending on the pattern density, it has a generally balanced 
structure. Its matte texture and gray tone harmonize with all kinds of materials and provide aesthetic 
results in all types of applications. Concretta Design is a product formulated for cafe, office, bathroom, 
home decoration, interior and exterior floor and wall coverings, which can be applied on any floor with a 
thickness of 2-3 mm. Its waterproof feature is non-slip, especially in bathrooms and kitchens. Its feature 
provides great ease of use in outdoor areas.

Internal uses; bathroom, kitchen, home living areas, offices, shops, restaurants, etc.

External uses; walkways, building entrances, galleries, pool sides, building exterior ..On the floor: Old 
concrete, ceramic, marble, parquet, mosaic etc. can be coated on it.On the wall: Gypsum plaster, gypsum 
board, black plaster, ceramic, etc. can be coated on it.Concretta is the perfect option for those who want to 
offer unique design elements and a contemporary finish to their application

Trust your creativity...
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C-Furniture | Concrete Furniture
When people hear "concrete furniture" they often think it will be extremely heavy, these ugly things are 
only suitable for sitting in parks and bus stops. However, today most people realize that modern concrete 
furniture can be more elegant, light and much more durable than other furniture materials ... The reason 
why furniture covered with decorative concrete appearance is a great material is its incredible 
functionality and aesthetic appearance.

Let them be unique...

Easy application which saves time and money 
because: There is no need to remove existing 
material to apply due to its great adhesive 
capacity. It can be applied to cement, concrete, 
metal, plastic, asphalt, terrazzo and ceramic.
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C-Panel suitable for
indoor or outdoor
applications

C-Panel | Concrete Panel
Concrete means freedom, limitlessness and breaking the routine. Our concrete series, which suits loft 
style spaces with industrial setups, creates a rebellious attitude in the space when used with a color 
palette dominated by contemporary forms, black and white and gray tones. C-Panel is 7 mm thick 
composite panels made of pure cement, quartz and organic materials. Our panels, which are used for 
quick solutions on the interior and exterior decorative, and produced in A1 non-flammability class due to 
their raw materials, can be mounted on the existing surface and produce impressive solutions in a short 
time.
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C-Oxido

It is an acidic system used for rusting concrete surfaces. When applied, it gives the 
appearance of iron or rusty stone.

All floor applications use a fiberglass mesh for strength and 
cohesion, ensuring greater durability and minimizing the risk of 
cracks rising from the base. Cementox can be attached with 
absolute firmness toconcrete, metal, plastic, asphalt, terrazzo 
and even smooth ceramic.
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C-Ultima
Concretta Ultima is specially produced for areas that are open to freight and human traffic, such as factories, airports, 
industrial, storage facilities, shopping malls. They are easy to apply and fast to be used. They are products with high 
pressure resistance (40 mPA). Suitable for heavy load traffic, long life It is a dust-free, crack-proof and dirt-repellent 
floor solution.Internal uses; factories, industrial facilities, storage areas, shopping malls, airports, 
etc.External uses; walkways, building entrances, galleries, pool sides, building exterior .. On the ground: Old concrete, 
ceramic, marble, parquet, mosaic etc. can be coated on it.
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Home is
not a place

it’s a
feeling.
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